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RINEHART WEEKLY ED.;
EDGES OUT COLEMAN
Nanci Rinehart has been elected editor for the Spring editions
of the Pacific Weekly, succeeding June Ann Hoffman. Rinehart
won by a close margin over Bruce Coleman.
The new editor was chosen Monday afternoon by the Publica
tions Board consisting of Rine'hart, chairman of publications,
January 23, 1948—No. 16
Marian Brimm, Harry Hammer,
Marcia Lou Brown, Dorothy Eaton,
Marshal Windmiller, Hoffman,
Byron Meyer and Helen Howard.

ORRBITS
PERIODICALLY WE HAVE

U-M.T Debate
HOUSE PRICES
HOT OUT OF LINE
Next Week

One of the most pertinent ques
..L, pot-shots in this column at
tions
of the day—"Shall the
he Hollywood movie industry for
United States Adopt Universal
,he clinkers which it has turned
Military Training"—will be de
lut in the name of Art with an
bated by Warren H. Atherton and
le on the shekels more than the
Herbert
C. Holdridge next Thurs
. we can not claim credit
Art
day
evening
at 8 o'clock in the
for this item but it is a distinct
Stockton
High
School Audito
pleasure to report that Hollywood
rium.
has finally come up with a pic
Holdridge, brigadier general,
ture that is above average ... we
USA,
retired, will oppose the pro
refer to Charlie Chaplin's "Mon
sieur Verdoux" which is current gram, while Atherton, chairman
ly playing downtown (at least it National UMT Committee of the
«as when this was written) . . . American Legion, will speak in
favor of the program.
THE FIRST PICTURE that
The debate will be sponsored
Chaplin has made in several
years, this one proves that he by the Adult Division of Stockton
has lost none of his touch at Schools in cooperation wifh the
packing words of meaning into American Veterans Committee.
Elliott Taylor will be modera
a single gesture of pantomime
... the comedy, while slipping tor.
into slapstick at times, is never
theless delightfully done . . . the J. C. REGISTERS
picture also packs a powerful
punch with the thought-provok WITH NEW PLAN
ing message it portrays . . . we
A new process has been set up
could use more pictures of this
for the registration of junior col
calibre from Hollywood . . .

ROSTERS EVERYWHERE but
no seating chart in sight . . . that
problem has plagued the music
majors all semester long at the
I compulsory concerts which they
must attend . . . now, at the end
of the semester when it does
them the most good, the music
| majors finally have their seating
arrangement. ... Oh boy, more
i Snafu.
RESULTS OF THE student
poll of opinion on the WEEKLY
seems to indicate a diversity of
"Pinion ... nearly all of the ques
tionnaires stated that our coloague Windy Windmiller's col
umn Room for Argument," was
' 00 and should be continued
• • • friend Windmiller will not
J' /°r ,thG WEEKLY next
• ester since he is contemplaton th'nting a k°ok ' ' • comment
terpcr qUestion sheets proves inerahii , ' S°me showi"g considlc and forethought . . .
fofle §
-

Bro»h°

ever been,? W°rSe than U has
1 never read it!" . . .
we
Peopie^u01^ question please, If
cho Benny never
read the 6
Pa
er
how
d0 they know
that it is t?,
6 worst it has ever
been?

HS

lJ
rrR^DiTioNAL sadie
ls da
coming a y dance is once more
easily becn°Und ' ' ' this could
dition if tlime another crusty tradon't a„. e Pe°ple around here
shy as they did last
year. ,

lege students which is designed to
provide enough sections of all
subjects to accommodate all stu
dents that have asked to enroll
in them. Scheduling of the hours
has been analyzed so that con
flicts between courses selected
are almost eliminated.
Students will be notified by
mail of the time when they indi
vidually will be expected to re
port for registration. Students
failing to make a subject list
prior to the deadline will enroll
Saturday, February 7, and take
"left overs."
The machine processes make it
easy to count how many students
in the first semester want a given
subject, how many students in
the second semester want it and
so forth. Accordingly, this count
will be divided and the allotment
of places in class will be in pro
portion to this count.
Thus, places will be saved for
those students who have asked
for certain classes originally. The
purpose of establishing priority
is to allow students advanced in
their college courses to have the
first chance to get into courses
which they must take.
Any change of program will be
made after classes start on Mon
day, February 9th.

Manager Explains
Set-up—

Student Union
Complete by Fall

ASSISTANT NEEDED

Burns Predicts Early
Start For Units

Spring Advertising Manager
for the Weekly will be Mary Jo
Hamrick, assisted by a student
yet to be appointed. The assistant
will be someone majoring in busi
ness administration and will be
approved by the Publications
Committee.
Now that the college has put in
a regular full time journalism
department, it was suggested that
the publications board meet early
next semester to formulate a con
stitution.

Final negotiations are being
made and plans completed to
begin construction on the muchThe Cub House is an integral discussed Student Union Build
part of campus life. The AWS ing. If present plans are carried
and the management of the Cub through, the building will be
House are trying to accommodate completed by the fall semester,
the students of COP and SJC. In according to President Burns.
The first unit, consisting of the
return for their efforts, however,
some reciprocation from the stu I PSA offices, restaurant-tea room,
book store, and barber shop,
dents is needed.
PROVING GROUND
There has been much complaint should go up soon after the new
It was further suggested that
about the prices charged at the semester begins. The building the Pacific Weekly editor should
will
be
located
in
the
field
behind
Cub House. Students on campus
hereafter be elected in the Fall
seem to think that they are too 1 WeSt Hal1 and across from the to serve for one year, instead of
tennls
courts
high in relation to prices elseThursday after assembly one semester. It was pointed out
where. We would like to set
that the Weekly serves as a prov
everyone straight on why we movies of the COP-Wichita game ing ground for journalism majors
were shown, with proceeds going
charge what we do.
and that a year is the minimum
In the first place, we were los to the Student Union fund.
time for an editor to work.
ing money because of people who NEW DRIVE
TRY-OUTS SUGGESTED
Prexy
Daren
McGavern
an
were dishonest enough to walk
In connection with the editor's
out without paying, or paying for n o u n c e d t h a t a n e w d r i v e t o appointment it was also suggest
solicit
funds
will
begin
in
the
a cup of coffeee and having pie
ed that instead of electing the
or a sandwich with it. Since we Spring. He feels that with con i first of the semester, candidates
struction
actually
under
way
stu
have moved the cash register and
for the job be allowed to "tryhave instituted the "pay when dents will be more eager to con out" by editing two or more is
tribute their support.
served" policy, we are doing away
The Alumni Association con sues of the paper and then the
with much of this dishonesty.
choice would be governed on the
Another reason we are charg tinues to receive contributions work put out.
ing what we do is that paper from alumni which will be used
The Weekly poll put out Wed
to sponsor the student lounge, ac
napkins and straws are being
nesday will be tabulated by the
cording to Russ Aitken, Alumni
wasted. Individually each straw
secretary. Other parts of the Publications Board. The results
and napkin cost very little, but
will be published next semester.
collectively they are quite expen building are being financed by
Thor Romer (restaurant), the
sive. If everyone who came in
Morris Brothers (book store), and C.O.P. Registration
wasted a couple of napkins and a
Morgan (barber shop).
February 6-7
couple of straws, the cost would
mount up considerably. Also,
COP students who pre-regisA BREATHER
spoons are taken almost faster
tered will not have to return to
DURING FINAL WEEK
than they can be supplied.
campus until Monday, Feb. 9, ac
KAEO
Financial reports are available
cording to Miss Ellen Deering,
Broadcasts Continuous Music
to anyone who would care to see
registrar.
7 to 10 P. M.
them, and they prove that the
New students and those who
Sunday through Thursday
percentage of rise in prices is no
did not pre-register may do so
more than necessary to pay for
on Feb. 6 and until noon on Feb.
the rise in price of meat, gro J . C . V E T E R A N S
7. Department chairmen will be
ceries, ice cream, etc. The profit,
If you did not see Mr. Seader- in the Administration building in
which we need to run on, is legiti board about subsistance see Dr. rooms to be announced and will
mate and the percentage of gain Bradly, 106 Administration build counsel with students at that
on sales is approximately what ing, and he will put through trac time.
we made before prices went up. ers for you.
Classes will start on Feb. 9.
By BETTE REED

-ARRANGING AQUACADE-

S.C.A. Renovated;
Closed Today

The S.C.A. building has been
very completely renovated during
'he U. s * '
and since the Christmas vacation.
1
single
is also no longer There was great need of such a
Cember
® Was married De- "face lifting" because of those
hast°w
erkeiey • • •An he
;
K
orr fl
who didn't appreciate the facili
°Ut of the L
' now is getting ties offered them. It has been dif
Army
(Conti;nu
ficult in the past to keep the
ed on Page 8)
building in good condition and
still permit availability for the
one hundred a day or more who
frequent the lounge.
The executive committee re
quests that lunches be eaten up
stairs and they especially request
that a general attitude of consid
eration be maintained.
The building will be closed to
day for floor refinishing.

th^'Sf v,-fiATlJRE editor

°f
Cole, now of

"«3S"

Pacific's Aquatic Club makes plans to take to the pool—arrangements for the annual Spring Aquacade
are now underway. Mermaids and Mermen interested in participating in the event will be given tryouts the first two weeks of next semester. Pictured above is the club and its officers, seated, from
left to right, Doris Christenson, scribe; Fred Chinchiolo, commodore; Jean Gallagher, vice-commo
dore; Bob Whitney, treasurer, and Bill Antilla, advisor. Swimmers may contact Fred for Aquacade
information.
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Sixty-Six to Graduate
From Senior College

institute of Philosophy
6pen to Students

ROOM FOR
ARGUMENT

"The Discrepancy Between
A tentative list of COP seniors
By M. WINDMTLLEB
who will graduate at the end of Technological and Moral Develop
It seems appropriate now
this semester, according to the ment," one of civilization's major
maladjustments, will be the basis look back over the past semes
Registrar's
office,
is
as
follows:
Harry Hammer, BuUuru UaiwKri
June Ann Huffman, Editor-in-Chief
of study at the Pacific Institute and examine the effect of whatl
Faculty A«lvU»rJaairt H. Morrison. AUru Woudall
Patricia Alexander, Dorothy of Philosophy at Lake Tahoe
Chairman of Publicatiuu*
Kanri Rlncharl...
was attempted. The idea thiBallenger, George Basye, Macario
from June 13-20.
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Asso
gave
rise to this column was or,
ciation
Entered as second-clasa matter October 14, 1*24, at the Post Office Bautista, Robert O. Brlggs, Shir
Radislov Tsanoff, nationally that suggested that there wet.
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
ley Doris Brown, George A. Car
items of controversy on our cair
..... Assoiate Edltoi ter, Valerie F. Clinkscales, Wil prominent ethicist, and Carlos
(Juries OtT ,
Sports Edltoi
Wood, a leading technologist and pus that would make interest^.,
Lew Welch-.
l
i
a
m
M
.
C
o
n
n
a
r
n
,
S
t
a
n
f
o
r
d
Society Editor
Jackie Case
News Kditoi Cooley, Jack Copsey, Marion J. COP graduate, will conduct the reading. I have come to believl
Dorothy Eaton
Feature Edltoi
Wllla Mac 1 Kiiia Id
differently. What ever is contn.
E l w o o d D a l e y . J o e l study.
Hadlo-Drama
> dltOi D a a n e ,
In Abbott
Exchange Edltoi Dardis, Dianna Evans, Sally FenMarvin Margantl
The study will take place dur versial here is only mildly so. Fo
ton, Gertrude Koski Fisher, Elton ing the week between commence' the most part people at Pacifj
ment and the first summer ses don't get really worked up abou
Wayne Fletcher.
sion. Total cost is $40, including anything.
Ralph Fontana, Helen Fotinos,
I have attended every meeting
one unit of credit if desired. Full
MARDI GRAS IS UP TO US
Joseph R. Gambetta, Harold
GI benefits, including subsistence, of the student executive commi;
Students! The question of the Murdi (iras is still hang Thomas George, Willard R. Goerz
tee with the exception of thr*-.
are available.
ing in the balance and the students of the College of the Jr., Jean Ann Wright Goodman,
since the beginning of the sem«.
Enrollment
will
be
limited
and
Marc1a Grey, Carroll G. Grunsky
Pacific are the balance.
ter. There have been only t.,
Jr., Robert Bethel Holmes, Earl interested students are asked to
What has hap|>encd to the students' cooperation with E. Horton, John L. Horvath, apply early, further information topics which involved this boJ
may be obtained by contacting in any long del ration. One v,
each other in the majority? Are we going to let .twenty Robert Jackson Hyman.
Dr. W. D. Nietmann in the Phi the amount of money requestor thirty individual people keep us from having our tradiMildred Vivian Jann, June Jill- losophy Department.
by the athletic department, Dalionul Murdi (iras?
son, William Franklin Johnson,
other was the iJte of the Mate.
All the authority you can possibly want is waiting for Nancy N. Jones, James M. KapGras. On both ol these issues ir
you to take possession of it. The cooperation of the faculty pos, Sally Logan, Josephy Jack BOND ELECTION
tions from the ] floor were ;
proved by a unanimous vote ol
TO AID J.C.
and advisers urc at your disposal, and what do you do hut Luck, Barbara Anne Merrell, Sanford Moberly, Lydon E. Mothorn
the membership. The first d
sit by like u hump on a log. You speak of outsiders or
The
Board
of
Education
agrees
Jr., Richard H. Munford, Jack
senting vote or any issue has, t„
students violating codes at the Murdi (iras or on campus. Musto, Jean Bernhart Myron, J. with a bond election which to
my knowledge, never been cast.
Well you can have the authority to punish these violators Norman Narln.
gether with a district building tax
This may be interpreted in sev
would produce $13,400,000 in the
us vou see fit.
Joseph M. Neronde, Charles W.
next fifteen years. The Junior eral ways, t The unanimity oi
Orr, Keith B. Parker, Theodore College and the College of Pa action suggests a high level ol
Peightal, Bernard Plersa, Jean cific would benefit by this by cooperation and agreement. Th
The last issue has been put to bed.
Ridley, Joyce Ridley, James Ross,
may be good. On the other hand
As is customary about this time in a semester, the editor William B. Sadler, Martha Louise having in 1949-50 a home eco it also suggests that the Ex-coir
nomics
building
at
the
estimated
thanks her staff and congratulates and wishes the new editor Scott, Mathias B. Setness, Wil
cost of one million dollars. In mittee Is predominantly of on*
success.
liam J. Smith, John Anthony
1952-53 a new J.C. library with mind, members for the most pari
Stassi Jr., Edward C. Stelner.
1 hereby do so.
J. A. II.
the estimated cost at $523,000; having common interests.
If Ex-committee is a represen
Everett Swedenburg, Douglas 1953-54 v.-ill bring a new agricul
C. Taylor, John Terry, George A. ture building, and 55-56 a new art tative body then it can be as
Tomajan, Warren E. Townsend, building that will cost $650,000. sumed that the college as a whole
GYM SUITS
Frank Upchurch, Leonard Oliver Sometime after 1963 there prob shares this tighi mutuality of in
Widrrfan and Sydney L. Wil ably will be a new gym that will terest. However, if there is con
troversy on campus, if there are
liams Jr.
cost $1,250,000.
ARROWS
The contemplated program vigorous disinters concerninf
election will be held as soon as the policies of the student gov
W A A Basketball;
ernment, this fact is certainly not
ARM GUARDS
possible.
reflected in Ex-committee voting
T a u Kappa Leads
This column has been a disap
CHAPEL CALENDAR
BADMINTON RACKETS
pointment to myself as well as
The results of the second ses
others. It has taken several po«l I
sion of the WAA basketball tour
I'
tions which were designed to pn>
nament
are
as
follows:
BADMINTON BIRDS
voke
comment.
It
came
out
1*
Tau Kappa Kappa 13, West
favor of keeping the cub and
Hall 3.
WOMEN'S WHITE SHORTS
library open during chapel, and
Town Team II 8, South Hall 5.
it advocated more money be alTown Team I 2, Alpha Theta 0
loted to debate. Not a single letter
(forfeit).
TENNIS RACKETS
has been received either appro'
To date the league standings
ing or condemning these pos>
are:
Wins Loses
tions. The obvious inference 1'
TENNIS BALLS
Tau Kappa Kappa
2
that either the column isn't rear
Town Team 1
2
or the matters discussed are o!
Town Team II
l
GYM SHOES
little consequence.
West Hall
1
SUNDAY CHAPEL
Not once has any opinion e>
South Hall
0
pressed in the column been «'
TENNIS SHOES
Alpha Theta
0
January 25, 1948.
Speaker: Mr. Frank A. Lind- tacked by anyone in writing. Co*
sequently there have been no op
horst.
SPECIAL
Topic: "Why Do You Do It?" portunities for journalistic e*•f
bate. There has always h ® '
Organist: Dorothy Brown.
G I F T S
Room for Argument. There 1*'
for
just not always been argumetf

EDITORIAL

SPALDING BUCKS
SADDLES and LOAFERS

SPECIAL
PEOPLE
— A T—

Walter*s House
of Gifts
2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112

TUESDAY CHAPEL
No Chapel next week.
February 10, 1948, program:
Convocation.
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, Chan
cellor, College of the Pacific.
Music: A Cappella Choir.
Patronize Our Advertisers

IVfVid 7if£e>ii

MILLER-HAYS CO. [
Plumbing With A Smile
Grant at Weber Avenue

ffcanviaiuuauaiaaaiaaai|

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS
CATERING

Gaia-Delucchi Co.

Serving College of the Pacific
DIAL 2-2297

NO WEEKLY
FINAL WEEK

••••I
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SPORT SHOP
129 E. WEBER

Sixty-eight per cent of the lai*
in Del Norte County is federal)!
owned and tax exempt.

Dial 2-0229
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» p r esents Sparkle-Excellence

Hf T 'j e r'f°n ,a i an ' s

Dc f' Direction

T

RUSSIA IS TOPIC
OF FIRST FORUM

Opening a series of four forums
seeing Henry Arthur Jones' drawing-room
sponsored by the Adult Evening
may have thought that they were seeing a
TheatUfSrs,
-edy, "The
nlav- Actually, it was the sparkling acting and High School, Dr. Richard Atkin
,;eu-written tPhat made the third play of the Studio Theatre son will speak on "Russia—What
* tt
Next?" in the Weber School audi
rollicking success.*
:
esfc £>
torium next Wednesday at 8 p.m.,
>SUfrtSur Jones, like the
according to Elliott Taylor, coor
. similar contemporadinator of the forum series.

%ry

van

^ ^ Philiound "himself at home
BslnrowJTrote drawing room
itkln-ben (ie
littje consequence.
liftlccmef® „has a thin plot whose
4^purpose could be to
f;| "J-v
effects of lies upon the
Well that doesn't seem
jtTniuch of a theme on which

"itrived some interesting
I s to carryout this plot
Successful conclusion; it is
IharSers, not the story that
fakes -The Liars" enjoyable,
Jones wrote
"probably when
the people of his
I"The Liars
Inlay were"rather new to audi
ILL Today they seem like old
riends that we all have seen beI f0re milling through many an
other slight comedy. But under
%c deft direction of George Tom" ajan. the cast of "The Liars" has
1,111 presented a superb piece of en84 *scmble acting. Working together
as a unit, each person maintained
<1 his proper place in the play and
4| uc had no sense of the "vehicle"
"I (or a star.
al Especially good
in this late
nineteenth century comedy were
Jerry Mullins and Jerry Seawell.
Miss Seawell, as a woman with
ideas of her own, gave an excel
lent account of herself, as she
dominated her bedraggled, hen
pecked spouse, Jerry Mullins.
Mullins gave his best perform
ance on a Pacific stage, showing
great improvement over anything
he has done previously.
Dorothy Martin, in a role of
the Billie Burke school, showed
excellent timing and an apprecia(Continued on page 7)

cJyS

®l

MP GOES TO COLON A

CENTENNIAL FETE

. TJe first of several COP tours
o historicaj points throughout
(h„' ,a.e wiU leave campus from
^ Administration Building at
inc tn°n°o°W morning> accordA' Werner> director
of tours''
''iwan'potf1 one"day trip will
Coioma f mated 70 students to
Centennial ttle Gold Discovery
brati°n. Governor
Ld W
3rren s address to the an!jdpate<i 30,0001
spectators is exf**ted to
nigh-light the celebra'ion.
af)°ut

the ®ightseeing in and
«very of
"e of Marshall's dis«"! »a,S2„m 18®' 'te COP
'*»'
» specloDa p
'cal Pageant at
Coark
St Ck

° "

J1*

historfanHUni' n°ted Cali"

'"California »•

d

director

of

r C°P. Si ^h?,tory Foundation1

01, L. M. BERTHOLF
NEW G.G.P. DEAN

BEAT
SAN JOSE

Ballerina

SPRING
SUITS

12

75

MRS. WILSON TO TEACH
Mrs. James Wilson will be an
instructor in the Junior College
Art Department next semester.
She is a graduate of College of
the Pacific and attended the Chi
cago Institute of Design.
finds

S t a y —
DRY and
COMFORTABLE

YOUR SKI TOGS
AND RAIN WEAR! !

Campus Footwear
2009

liCIFIC
^'C'^ave.
- Till 9 p.
e

"AURICE ' S

333 E. MAIN ST.

SHOES

Choose a Ballerina suit and
collect compliments whoever
you

go—they're

COLLEGE
CLEANERS
2314 Pacific Avenue
DIAL 2-7774

DEL DEGUINE
Your Campus Representative

so

young

looking and flattering.

Of

smooth wool flannel, the
flaring skirts are topped
with snug-fitting jack
ets.

Lovely shades of

red or green.
10 to 16

USE OUR WATER

Favorite

A first prize of $1,000, with
thirteen additional awards
amounting to $2,000 will be dis
tributed to college students by
the Tamiment Social and Eco
nomic Institute for the best 5000
to 6000 word essay on "An Amer
ican Program for World Peace
in the Present Crisis."
The contest closes April 23.
The rules of the contest are:
Eligibility: the contest is open to
all undergraduate college stu
dents in recognized colleges of
the United States. A contestant
may submit only one essay. Entry
blanks will be sent on request.
Manuscripts: No manuscript
will be accepted unless it is typed,
doublespaced. Manuscripts must
be original, unpublished works.
Mailing: Send manuscript to
Tamiment Institute Contest, 7
East 15th Street, New York 3, N.
W. No manuscript will be re
turned unless accompanied by a
stamped, addressed envelope. In
submitting the manuscript, the
author should type full name, col
lege and home addresses, tele
phone number, and the name of
he college on a separate sheet of
paper clipped to the essay.
Publication: The rights and
title to the prize-winning essays,
including the right of publication,
will be retained by the Institute.

Heading a technical crew of
eight is Beth Warner, stage man
ager. Others on the crew are Ann
Slaughter, Barbara Rowley, Dixie
Mealer, Gene McBade, Wilma
DR. RICHARD ATKINSON
Walcott, Annette Rosenthal, Lee
Speakers in the series that will Tudhdahl, and Billie Carson.
follow Atkinson on each consecu
tive Wednesday evening are Dr.
Glen Hoover of Mills College on
Gal: "Would you come to my
the subject "Germany, the Key
aid in distress?"
to European Recovery"; Dr. GurGob: "I wouldn't care what you
dial Singh, a native of India, who
were wearing."
will speak on "India in Current
World Politics," and Salom Rizk,
a native of Syria, who will ad
dress the audience on the subject
"The Present Crisis in Palestine."
Atkinson, who is an American
citizen, has lived under the flags
of all the Big Five Nations, and
knows both Asia and Europe from
long study. Atkinson's subject,
"Russia—What Next?" will be
developed from his experience in
that country derived from several
trips.
During the sessions of the
United Nations in San Francisco
in 1945, Atkinson served as an
official press representative and
participated in many of the radio
broadcasts.
The public will be invited to
question Atkinson following his
address.

REPELLENT ON

Vour

"Phaedra," by Racine, the
greatest of all French dramatists,
will be presented tonight and to
morrow night in the Studio
Theatre. Continuing the series
"From Broadway to Athens," the
neo-classic play is directed by
Newell McMullen.

Other members of the cast are
Christine Jefferson, C a r o l y n
Howard, Marion Stetson, JVTary
Alice Eberhardt, Les Abbott, and
Donald Morris.

Mater: Woman who
mates for her daughters.

Tigers vs. Indians
Next Friday
8 P. i. - KAE0

$3,000 Offered
Essay Contestants

George Nunn makes his second
appearance on a Pacific stage as
Thesus. Nunn appeared earlier
this year in "The Adding Ma
chine." Before coming to Pacific,
he appeared in "Junior Miss," and
as Doctor Gibbs in Thornton
Wilder's "Our Town."

Dean Bertholf went to Western
Maryland in 1924 from the Uni
versity of North Carolina, Wo
men's College, Greensboro, where
he had been teaching biology. In
1925 he received his Ph. D. degree
in Physiology at Johns Hopkins
and continued as head of the
biology department. In 1933 he
became dean of freshmen and in
1939 dean of the faculty.
A native of Kansas, Dr. Bert
holf received his ea !y education
at Friends University, Wichita,
and Southwestern College, Winfield. In 1930-31 he was a Na
tional Research Fellow, studying
in Germany.
Dr. Bertholf's scientific career
includes the publication of sev
eral research papers on honey
bees and other insects. His varied
interest is indicated by his mem
bership in the Marine Biological
Laboratory at Wood's Hole, Mass.
He is a life member of the Na
tional Education Association, Fel
low of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science,
American Society of Zoologists,
American Association of Eco
nomic Entomologists, member of
Sigma Xi, Phi Beta Kappa, Gam
ma Alpha and Pi Gamma Mu.
He will leave his position on
the Commission of Research and
Education of the Board of Nat
ural Resources in Maryland, but
will continue as national presi
dent of Tri-Beta, a national hon
orary biological fraternity with
hapters in Western Maryland
and COP.
As an active churchman, Dean
Bertholf is a lay member of the
Methodist General Conference to
be held in 1948, president of the
Board of Education of the Balti
more Conference, and Superin
tendent of the Church School of
the Westminster M e t h o d i s t
Church. He has been chosen to
write the program materials for
Laymen's Day, 1948, by the Gen
eral Board of Lay Activities in
Chicago.

"PHAEDRA" Produced
Tonight, Tomorrow

Appearing in the title role is
Phyliss Norman. Her first apoearance in a Pacific production,
Miss Norman is a music major
and was heard recently in "An
Evening of Opera."

Dr. Lloyd M. Bertholf, former
dean of the faculty and professor
of biology at Western Maryland
College, has been appointed Dean
of the College of the Pacific. He
will assume his new position on
Feb. 1, it was disclosed by the
President's office this week.
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PAT CORWIN-DON DRIGQ
PLAN JUNE 20 WEDDING
The five-pound box of candy was presented to President p.
Corwin on January 15, at a house meeting. It was wrapped J
purple and gold, Tau Kappa Kappa house colors and on the
was a poem saying that there was a puzzle in the smaller box,
top. Unwrapped, it turned out to be a debate box, and inside th
was a pair of swimming trunks—the two articles were soon
ciated with Pat Corwin and Don# -

Driggs
Runes Married
1
"B
Ellie McGrew to Wed Geo. Brunim March Wedding Pat is the daughter of Mr. and, Lvdia
Mrs. Edwin Corwin of Bakers- KenHCth Da HOWG
field and attended East BakersFor Arthur
In Chapel, Sunday, February 1
field High School. She is a senior
The wedding of Lydia Tade
Runes
to Kenneth Daniel Ho*
Sunday afternoon, Feb. 1, at 1 o'clock Ellie McGrew will become And Wheatley
on Saturday, January 17, ^
the bride of George Brumm at ceremonies performed inMorris Chapel.
t

;

For her bridal gown, Ellie has chosen white satin.. The gown
features a sweetheart neckline,#
long sleeves which end in points
over the hands. Her dress will be
highlighted by a fingertip veil.
The bridal entourage will con
sist of two of the bride elect's
Tomorrow at ten o'clock, June
cousins, Miss Pauline Babb, maid Sutterfield will marry Al Downer
of honor, and Judith Bramell, Jr. in Linden, California.
flower girl.
June, who has been living at
Performing best man duties for the Cp-operative House, is a phys
George will be Kenneth Rush. ical education major. She is in
Seating the guests will be: Ken her junior year in the College
neth Babb, Peter Brumm and of the Pacific. She is the daugh
William Brumm.
ter of Mrs. Walter G. Sutterfield
Following the ceremony a re of Willows.
ception will be held at the Alpha
Al, the son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Theta Tau. The couple will return
from their honeymoon and reside E. Wowner Sr. of Linden, is a
in Stockton until their graduation Sophomore in the Stockton Jun
ior Colege. He is majoring in Ed
in June.
Ellie is affiliated with Alpha ucation.
The couple have built their
Theta Tau. George is a member
of Rho Lambda Phi Fraternity, home in Linden. They are plan
and has been outstanding in col ning to continue with their
lege football.
schooling.

June Sutlerfield,
Al Downer to Wed

Maureen Kendrick, Shirley
Arthur's roommate, passed the
chocolates at Epsilon Lambda
Sigma recently to announce Shir
ley's engagement to Harold E.
Wheatley Jr.
Shirley, who will graduate from
Stockton Junior College this sum
mer is a music major. Many will
remember her as being voted as
last spring's "Belle of Archania."
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter L. Arthur of Stock
ton.
Hal, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Wheatley Cr. of Sacra
mento, is a senior in the College
of the Pacific. He is also a music
major and is affiliated with Phi

PAT

HAZEL COLLIVER-LQUIS COWARD TO MARRY
AT FORMAL CEREMONIES SUNDAY, FEB. I

Formal rites in Morris Chapel Sunday, Feb. 1. at four o'clock will
unite in marriage Hazel Colliver and Lou Coward. Officiating at his
daughter's wedding will be Dr. George Colliver. The bride will be
given away by her brother, Grant Colliver.
Attending the bride will be her older sister, Mrs. Sessions as
Matron of Honor. Another sister,#
Ava June Colliver, Maid of
Honor; Frances Colliver and Cur
tis Coward, bridesmaids, complete
the bridal party.
WHAT ABOUT BEAUX . . .
Ted Clark is to be the groom's
If any of you gals have a plain
best man. Art Waldorf, Leonard
dress
in the closet, buy a wide
Jones and Homer Werner are the
strip
of
plaid taffeta ribbon and
ushers.
At the ceremony, Dr. Fred Far tack a bow at the waist. Either
ley will read an excerpt from side is okay. Even in the back
"The Prophet." Mariam Avery would be real cute. . . . This is
will sing "Ich Liebe Dich." Bill just a repeat on a much smaller
Tobiasson will sing "Because" scale of the plaid and plain sug*
and Skipper Yee, "Through the gestion of last sheet.
Years."
The bride's gown was made by WHAT ABOUT NECKING . . .
You wanna know what neck
her mother from embroidered
line
to wear these days? Well,
silk, which Lou brought from
anything goes. But, a "V" to one
Japan. The embroidery is in a
star pattern. Hazel's veil once be side is being repeated time and
longed to Caryl Mae Bacon Kirk- once more in the newly styled
clothes. A low oval is nice, also.
patrick.
After the ceremony a reception This same idea is being men
will be held at Tau Kappa Kappa, tioned as a "horse shoe" neck-line
Hazel's sorority. Lou is affiliated in some fashion columns. But.
Well, heck. The high neck-line,
with Omega Phi.
The couple is planning a short as usual, is still popular and very
honeymoon in the bay area. They flattering to most gals. So there's
will live in Stockton and finish three for you.

FASHION FENCE

their education.

Archania Initiates

PETTICOAT FEVER . . .

These new full taffeta lovelies
are flooding the lingerie depart
ments everywhere. But, nobody's
buying them. They're real cut but
WOW are they high. PWEW! So
don't get petticoat fever, gals.
Why not wait a while longer and
see if the prices don't go down.

The informal initiation of the
new members of Archania on Sat
urday, January 17, culminated
Hell Week-for that house.
Formal initiation for the group
was held on Sunday night, fol
lowed by a dinner of all the new DON'T SHOOT ST HE WORKS . . .
and old members of the frater
The new look is nice, but can
nity.
be over done in the day time.
So . . . let's not be carried away.
A.: "I think a sharp nose usual But, why not shoot the work at
ly indicates curiosity."
night? You have to admit that
B.: "Yes, and a flattened one the new style is a little more
indicates too much."
feminine and dressy looking.

Photo By:

SHIRLEY

DON WHEELER, Pacific Ave.

Mu Alpha, musical fraternity. He
is also a member of Alpha Kappa
Phi.
The wedding is to take place in
Morris Chapel on March 20, at
3:30 p.m.

in COP, and will graduate in
June. Pat is president of the As
sociated Women's Hellenic Coun
cil, past vice-president of Wo
men's Athletic Association, past
vice-president of Pi Kappa Delta
(National Debate Fraternity).
She has been active in debate
during her four years at College
of Pacific, having her last year
won women's sweepstakes honors
at the National Debate Tourna
ment in Ohio.
Driggs is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin L. Driggs of Oakland,
and is now in his sophomore year
at Stockton J. C. He is majoring
in physical education. He is a
member of the COP swimming
team, Block P, and Omega Phi
Fraternity. He is past president
of the Pacific Aquatic Club and
a member of Sigma Delta Pi (Na
tional Athletic Fraternity).
The wedding will be Sunday,
June 20, in Bakersfield. Driggs
will continue his education at
COP and the couple will live in
Stockton.

maxed a whirlwind courtship, ac,
left the campus breathless in),
wake.
Lydia, a music major in ^
senior year in the College of tfc
Pacific, has participated in maty
extra-curricular activities abot't
the College. She is the daughte
of Reverend and Mrs. Jacim
Runes of the Island of Kauj
Hawaii. She plans to continue he
schooling here.
The groom, Mr. Howe, is frcr
Hong Kong, China. He is with
the Chinese Council in Hon:
Kong and will return there ft
six months directly after th
honeymoon, which is being spec;
in San Francisco.
For her wedding Lydia chos
a pale yellow brocade satin dies
with a high neck. She wore pearls
and her bridal bouquet was of
bright red roses. Her love!) ,
finger-tipped veil accentuated the j
smooth plainness of her gown, j
Reverend Runes traveled frcr I
Hawaii to witness his daughter's j
wedding, and in the absence « :
Mrs. Runes, Mrs. Lucy Forkne:
handled the many details to be
finished on such short notice.
Three of Lydia's friends served
as bridesmaids, Pearl Lim, Lois
Kanagawa, and Clella Mae Swia
ney. The bridesmaids dresses
were of a bright yellow net anc
they carried roses also of a light
er hue than the bride's dress.
Marilyn Levada attended Lydia
as maid of honor.
Ushers for the wedding were
Skipper Yee and George Bays*
Doctor G. A. Werner served as
best man.
The wedding was attended b)
nearly one hundred of Lydia?
friends in Stockton. Dr. Tully V
Knoles officiated. Soloist was
Lynn Plawkins.
The reception was held after
wards in the home of Dr. Knoles
The plans for the couple if
main indefinite until Lydia®
graduation, which will be this
coming June.

Said the Professor: Why are
you late for school?
Day-hop: It was late when I
started from home.
Professor: Then why didn't you
Twelve pledges of Alpha Theta
start early?
Tau received their full member
Son—"Why do they call &
Day-hop: It was too late to start
ship status last night at formal
early.
puppy love?"
installation ceremonies at the
Grouchy Father—"Because *it?.
sorority house. June Ann Hoff
a prelude to a dog's life,"—Call
Red
coral
comes
from
the
Med
man, outgoing president, offici
iterranean sea.
fornia Engineer.
ated; assisted by Jane Schalscha,

Alpha Theta Tau
Initiates Twelve

vice-president, and Marilyn Horrall, chaplain.
The new members are: Jerry
Sea well, Louise Eberhard, Joyce
Horstkorta, Dixie Mealer, Bar
bara Brown, Ann Ragus, Calla
Murphy, Hilda Kurth, Imogene
Lindeman, Elin Pratt, Marian
Simpson and Lloye Ellis.
OKAY . . .

So . . . we have a week off be
tween semesters, don't we? . . .
Isn't i twonderful? Now we can
do all our mending and take up
all the hems, and come back to
school to look critically on the
other side of the FASHION
FENCE. . . . Bye . . .

CLOCKING THE FILMS
Theatre

Features

Time

Fox State

Song of Love
Whispering

Fri. Sat. 7:25, 9:50
9:23, 11:27

Fox Ritz

Fun and Fancy Free
Pirates of Monterey

Friday

Sierra

Arizona
Texas

Friday

Stockton

The Web
Friday
Adventures of Don Coyote

Esquire

Prince of Thieves
Bells of San Fernando

Friday
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OUR SIDE WINS
FOUR IN FOUR
Tigers Vanquish Cubs Overpower
Fresno, Gauchos Alhambra, Yuba
Paced by the long shooting of
John Totten and the rebound
scoring of Bill Wirt, the Stockton
PAGE 6, COL. 5
JC Cubs walloped the Alhambra
Athletic Club 66-44 for their most
Chris Kjeidsen's defending convincing win of the season last
CCAA champs displayed their Friday evening on the home
:ourt.
finest basketball of the season
Totten contributed 11 points in
in squelching the Fresno State
Bulldogs 61-48 on the Pacific the first period drive which
netted the Jucos a 32-20 edge at
court last Friday night.
half time. The Jaysees passing
BIG NIGHT
and general floor game was equal
It was truly the biggest eve
to any previous effort of the
ning of the year for the Cat
season though the defense still
Cagers for three separate rea
proved susceptible to the fast
sons: Primarily, Coach Kjeldsen break.
at last was able to field a combi
At no time, however, did the
nation which was highly efficient
Alhambra quintet even remotely
in all phases of play. Secondly,
threaten Van Sweet's charges.
the Tigers leaped back into the
1 he Cubs assumed an immediate
race for the defense of their
6-0 lead, and found little difficulty
CCAA crown by improving thg}r
coping with the deliberate Mar
league record to 2-2. This became tinez offense.
3-2 Saturday night. Thirdly, Pa
Jack Dyer, a Juco regular last
cific set a new team high scoring
season, started as guard for the
record for the season with 61 visitors.
points.
CUBS CONK YUBA
Kjeldsen struck upon the click
Completely outclassing their
ing combination with five minutes
opponents for the second succes
remaining in the initial period.
sive night, the Cub cagers ran
Al Levy entered the contest at
roughshod over a hapless Yuba
that point, joining Phil Ortez,
JC quintet 41-23 for their initial
who had replaced Guilfoyle just
league win of the year in the
six minutes before, Hank Pfister,
Santa Barbara-COP preliminary
Bud Proulx and Stan McWilliams.'
last Saturday night.
McWILLIAMS MASTERFUL
The win featured the return of
Then Big Stan," who had a elusive Bob Thomas to Cub scor
p rfect night at the free-throw ing iccuasmp
lfj
leadership as ne
he netted 16
defdlock w
- — 6 «CUU1UCI\
W1
LI1 markers. The Jucos again domi- j
a16"i
"h
a field goal and a charity toss. nated under the bucket, thanks
Immediately, Pacific's floor game mainly to Jack Pierce and Bill
accelerated to a faster pitch while Wirt.
I
Ortez began to master the Bull
Van Sweet's charges now have
dogs' Jack
under
UUUKI the
l"e a one-ana-one
j Toomasian
'
one-and-one league record in
onlv hn i
ithe Tigers could Northern California Junior Col3
8 advantaSe at IeSe Conference play, and by their
half-tim
e'
,
(fast improvement must be con-1
Thp
reachPri !fm! r e i u v e n a t i o n sidered a definite factor in the
.L
greater proportions with 1 title race.
1St
of t h '
'° signalin£ the opening 1 Stockton JC
AC
°t the second half.
|.,,
fg ft tP Alhambra I'-'
ft tp
ANIMATFIV
AT
rhomas.f
.1 1 7 Gotelli,!'
I 0 8
"1UHU AL
Pierce,f
4 2 10 Shelby.f
8 0 IB
^evy contributed 13 nninte +_ I WJrt.c
r, 114 Callahan,c 2 0 4
ll.vhre.g
10 2
^ondtaO^S Mo IrS1,-''' ? ! ,1 W h i t m e r , g 2 - 1 8

IKMM

GAUCHO STORY

,fp
ence

ai"g s

of is. The p
resof Hrt totai
•
presln tbe h°le allowed
the t-

usual sTnff'0

V3ry

from

PlusWaf°ll0w sh°ts by McWilliams
by pfj Pa,r of set shots apiece
Betl8als th and Proulx gave the
pacifi
commanding lead.
c
Pfister,f

{« {t tp

!

113

VV^itton'J'" ? 0 o
"0hl,g 0o s 8
« 0
f°tal,
24 13 61
„

y°ur

Fresno
fg
Cano,f
4
R'oge.f
4
Toomasian.c 3
Beeknell.fl 5
Sndrgrd.g .2
Holmes,g ....0
Voetbrrg,c 1
Sclimal.f
1
Wlmsn,g ... o
Sciaqua.f ... o
Ball,f .... ..o
Bourdet.f

1 ra,TC 1

1

2

Reghitte.f

1

0

Zamola,g
Harrls.f
Butt«rf'd,c
2 | Muleahey,f

10
10
1 0
0 0

4

2
2
2
0

Totals
25 14 6(J
Totals
20 4 44
their
Newbury, Davis also played for Stock
ton
JC.
highHalf-time score: Stockton, 33-20; Of- j
fieials—Ralph Magon and Dale Wren

scoring 0ffense into the
Aft P1VOt formation.
stanzfP° .™inutes
the second
had forKed ahead
by siv SC
Points, 38-32, and were
never t0T'
be
arini
Levy
&
J-,cv-y
added eicrbt headed
* "7" again.
10 """
a
1S 13 counters
dUrino.r it
eu .
v.uuiiicis
Series nf ^ 1.na^ ^ minutes on a
any of h. aydns- Vastly exceeding
°I the 1S previous Performances
thr°ueh
J ear'
A1
drove
hard
f u
6Ua;d Positfon
h°l€ fr°m hiS

>Ulx,f -3 1 7"
j I
J?atdin,g'g 62 6 18
Collin,/
- 0 4
bsug
? 0 0

ssssr*
is2
'
''

ft tp
3 11

Stockton JC
Thomas,f
Peirce^f
Wirt.c
Totten,j
Kgan.g
M'C.ndlcss.f
Arbuckle,g
Reghitto.g
Ma rcos,f
Totals

F G p
(i 4 16
1 1 3
2 <5
1 0 2
4 0 *
1 ft 2
0 1 1
0 0 0
1 1 3

16

Yuba JC
Stafford
Lambros,f
Vasko,c
Curt is,g
Schibler,g
Brown,c
Van Male,f
Total

F

G
ft 2
2 5
2 2
2 ft
1 0
ft ft

ft ft ft

7

9 23

9 -11

QUONSETS B, I
LEAD TUBE LOOP

Quonsets B and I are tied with
two wins and no losses each in
0 4
0 0 the current race for basketball
2 4 supremacy, in the tube league.
0 2
Following is the list of games
o .0
o
played
to date
o
o
Team
Won
Lost
Percent
9

0 10

Total

iof/1 "
1 hand itches, you're
hg
et
ff y0u/
something.
got
head itches—you've

Han'some Stan McWilliams, high scoring Tiger forward, is now leading the CCAA with a total of
80 points for five league games. Stan established the school scoring mark in 1943 and will break
his own record if he keeps going at this rate.

GUBS IN TWIN BILL KJELDSEN'S CAGERS FACE
MENLO, SAN MATEO

Half-time score—Stockton *19-11. Per
This
sona] fouls—Stockton 17, Yuba 12. Offi- 1
rials J. Don Layson and Jack McFar- | nights
land.
I

0 8

3

P
2
9
6
4
2
0

B
I
J
F
G
D
A
E
H
C

2
2
1

1
1
1
0
0
0

0

ft

0
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
2

1000
1000
1000
500
500
500
OOO
000
000
OOO

PEPPERDINE, SAN JOSE

Friday and Saturday
will once again find the
By GEORGE FRITZ
- —
campus gym loaded with a full
Tonight on the local court
share of basketball games for the
Coach
Chris Kjeldson sends his
fans. The varsity is meeting Pepperdlne tonight and tomorrow bucketball brigade into battle
night the San Jose Spartans come against Al Duer's Pepperdine
to town. Both these games prom College with vengeance. Tomor
the Bengals renew
ise to keep the Tigers more than row. night
busy since Pepperdine dropped' 'heir CCAA warfare when they
m.1.
•>
! nlav host tn San Tnco'c
COP in a southland meeting a play host to San Jose's title
few weeks ago, and San Jose is hungry Spartans.
San Jose probably presents the
favored to take the CCAA crown
strongest opposition that the
this year.
Tigers will meet within the con
TWO TOUGH GAMES
fines of the loop this year. Walt
The Cubs are also in for a McPherson, the Spartan mentor,
couple of rough ball games this boasts five returning lettermen,
weekend. According to the dope among them Ed Hughes, last
sheet and other statistics avail- year's choice for all league center.
(Contlnued on Page 6)
Of the other four, probably

Pete Denvi and Bob Wuesthoff
are the biggest guns. To date the
Josians have chalked up a formid
able record, and much will depend
on the locals ability to keep up
their high pressure fast break
offense that proved so effective
last week in the pavilion.
The Tigers will be out tonight
to right a wrong done to them
earlier in the year by Pepperdine.
Things will not be easy, however.
Around to add to the Bengal
boys' difficulties will be Big Bob
Clark, 6-ft. 3-in. pivot man, whom
the Blue and Orange blurbs claim
made All-American in '45.
Add to this the fact that Duer
(Continued on Page 6)

BENGALS BATTER
BIG BARBARAMEN
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LEVH VIEWS I

CUBS MEET TWO

COP THIS WEEK

It was evident to every specta
tor in the jam-packed COP Gym
that the Tigers were well along
on the comeback trail as they
==
I swamped the favored Santa Bar============
California's "FLYJNG DUTCH-1
Gauchos 56-46 last Saturday

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 5)

may indulge in the luxury of
tonight's game against selecting his first team from nin
This column is by way of fare Menlo J. C. should be the easier
lettermen, and it may be see
well. I would like to thank both I of the week-end bill for the Jucos.
that the game will be far rom
Menlo J. C. reached the semiof my readers for their criticisms
a Sunday school party
in the Junior College Basand boosts during the year, and ,I finals
llnajs U1 u.c
Orange and Black.
<h.t I. h., been
I Wb.ll Tournament competed
Two factors came to light last
tuJlast
in ,Modesto. Memo
ia*>i week
wtci> ...
Eno Pulvermocher, one of tne bowed out to San Mateo.J. C. and week when the Kjeldsonmen de
most vibrant characters on the (he Cubs must face the San Mateo molished Fresno and Santa Bar
campus, was going to start a team tomorrow night, after tak- bara. One was the reinstatemen
column for next semester. He | ing on the Oaks. It doesn't look of Al Levy as a definite regular
wanted to call it Pulvermocher's like an easy task for Van Sweet s and the emergence of Corky Ortez as a major cog in the Pacific
???—you see he was stopped.

Iable,

man " CORNELIUS WA

evening.

DAM, had only two
rs BUD AT HIS BE&T
after Pacific s renovate
^
gtan McWimams was again the
baffled his favoredI Fres
Lainstay of the Bengal offense
dogs last F"day evenmg were as he totaled 17 tallies for the
He maintained that
there night to bring his record for the
completely outclassed,
downweek.end to 35 markers. Diminuwas too much ot al u
tiye Bud proulx, small m comthe middle."
parison to the 6-ft. 3-in. team
team.
WARMERDAM failed to say average of the Gauchos, exhibited
Even his poetic talents could not
Outside of the Modesto fracas, attack.
whether or not the P^nce of I & dazzling floor game. Bud's fakthink of a ryme however remote. the Menlo team's won and lost
Levy of the subtle feint and the his ace center, VERNON
_ng exasperated Santa Barbara's
Therefore, there is a point to all record is just fair. In 10 games fancy pass made Fresno look
GINS declared ineligible througn charlie Jones t0 the point of foulthis, the editor next semester will played this year, Menlo has won ridiculous through the major por
scholastic deficiencies, would
Qut late in the second half,
be Norman Ritter, the crusading, five and dropped the same num tion of the last half as he passed
have altered the outcome. H
pfister turned in his usually
pro-Chronicle, author of the col
and faked her club silly and on only ventured, "His absence defiber.
tacular defensive game
- t in adumn "Bengal Beats." Norm will
no less than four occasions made nitely hurt us." This surely rep-1 dition to four
.
-"i"^
long
shots
included
nitelv
nun
us.
—
~
provide a great sports page next SAN MATEO STRONGER
solo rushes through the very resents a most sportsmanlike ges in his 13 points. Ortez displayed
semester. I give him my best
San Mateo will invade the COP heart of the defense for lay-ins.
ture on the part of history's a most aggressive game under
wishes and a half box of ' Ben pavilion fresh from their triumph
the bucket
the equal
Ortez, who arrived on the casaba greatest
pole vaulter
•eaiesfpuic
tne
duuis.cl and
quu proved
r
nies" (my only worldly posses in Modesto. Coach Ray Balsley
Prominent on the list of hicom- of his tall defensive assignments
sion).
has three starters who are over scene late because of gridiron
affiliations, seemed to find him
athletes expected for the -ft. 6-in. Harvey Humbler, CCAA
The games last week were 6-ft. 3-in. in height. This may
self in the Santa Barbara tussle. spring semester is "JINGLE j individual scoring champ.
enough to give the faint hearted cause the Cubs trouble in re
His height proved invaluable JACKIE" BROWN, brother of
Levy showed all of his balla bad case of indigestion. How bounding and controlling the
around the backboard, and at DON BROWN, and his Sac-Joa- handling and feeding ability
aggressive can a ball club get? As boards.
times he displayed an assurate quin Prep League's leading has which won him a place in last
Since the Modesto Tournament
far as I could see, Santa Barbara
shooting eye, especially in the ketball and football scorer in his year's all-CCAA selections.
had us outclassed in everything the Cubs have shown marked im
right -hand hook.
senior year at Lodi
w Hi.•
i In much the
— same manner as
but guts (pardon me madame). provement. With Bill Wirt and execution of a
The other factor mentioned is
fnr HUGH Mc- Friday night, the Tigers put on
They were taller, as fast, aggres Bob Thomas pacing the scoring
scoring splurge
sive, and smooth liall handlers. attack, the Cubs have shown that that the Tigers are going to be. ManymanchdateorHUGH Mc I
MCCORMICK way through the second period.
HOWEVER, after three quarters they can explode in the score tough in their own back yard., W1ILL!IA^
of the unl>elieval>Ie antics of our column. The Jucos are working Before a local crowd they•seem ^ outstanding outfield prospect. BIG SPURT
scrappy buncli, they went to much better as a team, and as the to display an almos
HV DON roamed the garden for
After leading only 23-30 at half
pieces like the proverbial clay season goes on the Cubs should hustle largely instigated
MASON'S Juco nine last tlme, the Bengals garnered 18
pigeon. I have seldom seen a shape up as a leading team in Ha k
"
Spring M
po^s in the next 10 minutes
worse heating given any team. the Conference.
Levy and carried on by Hardin
BILL
WIRT
played
in
the
1947
^^holdmg,^
^
There was absolutely no fight left I Both J. C. games will start at when he is in.
in the
iii," Gauchos—they had had it. i 7 p.m., with the varsity tilt getNational
AAU
Invitational
Bas
.
McCutcheon
opened
This hustle, along with the
the Fort
G.»<*sMeCtrtch
Well that's it I am now among ' ting under way at approximately methodical, almost monotonous ketball Tournament
18:30.
the readers.
point manufacturing and bank-

I

6

I

1

THIRST KNOWS
NO SEASON

board play of Stan McWilliams,
as fine a cage technician as can S
J
"
"
MCslSumbJ booked another be found operating on the Coast,
Pfister retalliating with two pivot
contributed heavily to the Bengal Varsity.
_ , , .. i hooks of his own.
We observed the Gaels allvictories.
Mcwilliams then offered two
Tonight's game will begin in the America candidate, FRANK KU- ti ins and a free throw in rapid
DELKA, on a recent week-end successi0n, and Hank Pfister
I general vicinity of 8:15.
and must insist that he lacks the added a pajr 0f lengthy set shots,
"coup de grace" as a floor man Lhe longest being a 30-footer.
that several of KJELDSEN'S I Under the careful guarding of
Tigers possess.
Ortez, Humbler was able to score
VETO RAMIREZ, slated as on only one of his dreaded hoo
number one Stockton JC pitcher shots during the 10 mtnu >
for the coming baseball season, Jones radding another two-pom
participated in the annual East with a pivot-push.
Bay vs. West Bay prep all-star ( Santa Barbara rallied stea
game last spring. Ripon's BOB with eight minutes to go, 0Nlut
GRUNSKI, another Cub mounds-' ing Pacific's margin to 45-41. d
man for whom VAN SWEET after another hook by Hum
holds high regards, also played the Tigers eased away to vie ^
for the East Bay.
! on a tip-in by McWilliams an

l

Tennis enthusiasts will wel-1
of fast breaks, one each
come the Stockton renewal of the PUstcr an
ig
Santa Barbara ^
JACK KRAMER-BOBBY RIGGS Pacitic
F G P
1 13 | .Jones.f
J
nation-wide singles match. The Pfister,f
4 12| McCutchon.f '
#
pair are scheduled to appear in ortez*'f
3 17 Ilubler.c
"
3 17 Scott,g
1 I
the Civic Auditorium on the eve- McWHms.g
Sims.g
,
1 3
1
j
* Si
0 l> Snyder,f
ning of February 20.
Guilfolye,c
0 0 ' Morrison,f "
Hardin,g
0 0 I Thomas,g
J
Stockton JC's 1948 football Collins j
| easier,g
" 0 2
schedule, which is probably the
22
12
56
Braly,g
_Totals
most formidable in the school's
n
12 15
7
Totals J J
history, includes a two-year,
score—Pacific
23-2#Half-time
home - and - home contract with
Pasdena Junior College. Pasa
dena, which employs the 6-4-4
plan, journeys northward next
ATFYT WEEK
fall and will host the Cubs in the
Rose Bowl in 1949.

5

NO WEEKLY

j*
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SERVING PACIFIC
Ask for it either way ... both ,
trade-marks mean the same thing.

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

TOM!

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF STOCKTON, LTD.
© 194 8. The Coca-Cola Company

2019 PACIFIC AVE.

TED'S

MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER AVE.
107 N. AMERICAN ST.

DIAL 8-86Z8
PHONE 7-7452
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Ptsi iu Alpha Br'dcasts
Initiates Hew Members

Pan-Hell Reinstates
Original Rushing

POETRY WRITERS LOST AND FOUND
OFFERED AWARD

Clothing: Five pairs of mittens,
An announcement was made to
On Monday night at 8 o'clock,
1 lie Pan Hellenic Council met
three black pairs of gloves, six
Phi Mu Alpha, music fraternity, recently to consider the merits day by the Trustees of the Estate
bandanas,
one checked rain hat,
presented the second in a series and failings of the sorority rush of the late Senator James D.
one
fur-lined
air corps jacket,
of
radio
broadcasts
to
be
fea
Phelan of one award being of
ing system used this last Fall.
Johnny Graves is to be con
one corduroy jacket, one short
It was unanimously decided by fered for the year 19^8, open to
ciliated on obtaining Earl Rob- tured over the campus station
gr3
for assembly. It is impos- KAEO and station KGDM.
navy coat, and one long sleeved
| representatives of Alpha Theta the writers of poetry and carry
n
ins"
On Tuesday, February 10, the , Tan. Tan Kappa Kappa and Ep- ing a stipend of $1,000.
checked jacket. These articles
le
for
us to define the simple
h
will be given to the Good Will
le and combination of words fraternity is to give a full recital, si'on Lambda Sigma, to set up a
Noel Sullivan, speaking for the
st}
the Spring Trustees, called attention to the
if not claimed by the end of the
d mUSic that make up Robin- under the direction of J. Russell' recommendation to
;':VS artistry. The shy, unassum- Bodley, when the male chorus Coupci] to reinstate the original fact that applicants for the
semester.
s°
ballad singer and composer will appear again. Vocal and in rushing program. The only major award, both men and women,
has political and social beliefs strumental solos, as well as en change in the program will be must be native born citizens of
Wife (ordering a new hat)—
"Silence California, and must be between "What kind of bird will I have
nd believes in expressing them. semble groups will perform, the the elimination of the
Xhat he expresses them so vividly talent being entirely within the Period".
the ages of 20 and 40.
on it?"
and wonderfully in ballads and membership of the organization.
cessful candidate.
Husband—"One with 9 small
Following the Monday night LIARS REVIEWED
(elk music is an indication of his
bill."—Retail Grocers Association.
Applications
must
be
made
on
integrity as an artist. I was so broadcast, an informal initiation
forms especially provided for
(Continued from Page 3)
favorably impressed by his ap for the new members was held at
that purpose, and may be ob
pearance here that I've asked the home of Mr. Bodley.
tion of the ridiculous as she tained from the office of the
The new members are:
Carol Dunievitz to collaborate in
played a befuddled scatter-brain. James D. Phelan Award in LitRichard Austin Raven, Kenneth
writing today's column. From
In what I suppose comes as eration and Art, 820 Phelan
here on the column reflects our Melie, Robert M. Seagrave, David close to a "menace" role as any Building, San Francisco 2. The
|
Lawson Jr., Bill Autry, Jack Mc- in the play, Mary Rhodes pointed i competition closes the 15th of
joint efforts and opinions:
There's a little guy who knows Bade, Albert Chance, Art Corra, up each choice line to advantage March, 1948, and the award will
he doesn't have a voice but sings Marvin Haun, George Phil Fields, and presented us with a brittle, j be made about the 1st of May,
what he believes. His effect on Graham Frost.
arched performance.
1948.
us is much stronger than all the
Jon Pearce, Dave England, Paul
A1 Comaskey's interpretation of '
——
polished artists who get up and Petrie, Milton Dick, Phil Grover, Sir Chris was a combination of j
sing for gold! Of course, we're Dr. Lucas Underwood, Bob Corra, likable and rather irritating qual
talking about Earl Robinson. Erwin Boschee, Bill Thatcher, ities. It was a commendable and
Afterwards backstage, we talked Burdette Fore, Ronald Kidd, Herb good performance; yet, when the
with Robinson about Josh White Harrison Jr., Harold George, An- play was over, I was not quite
JANUARY- THE GARNET
and the Almanac Singers and gelo Davanis, Glen Huling. '
sure of the qualities that made
Paul Robeson. We talked about
The formal initiation and din up the man.
BIRTH STONES DATE FROM THE
new traditions in people's songs. ner is to be held on Sunday,
12 GEMS IN HIGH PRIEST AAR
The lovers, Bob McCrary and
Robinson told us how much he January 25.
Phyliss Weinstein, both appeared
ON'S BREASTPLATE WHICH
liked coming around to schools
to advantage. McCrary gave a
SYMBOLIZED, IN TURN, IS- >
because they were right for this drug, you never wanted it to stop. verile, intelligent performance as
RAEL'S
/2 TRIBES,THE ZODIAC'S
sort of music and for what it has And we can't but say to Josh, Faulkner; he has an exceedingly
SIGNS
AND
THE 12 MONTHS.
to tell them.
keep on singing for what you're fine voice with excellent diction.
Robinson was terrifically doing is right and great!
Miss Weinstein was best in her
pleased with the reception that
One of the best things about comedy scenes in which she was
the students gave him and his listening to Mr. White in San sometimes sparkling. In more
songs. And frankly, we are a Francisco was the fact that all serious moments, she failed to
TRADITIONALLY, ONES BIRTHlittle bit surprised at the reaction kinds of people of all races were make her role believable.
STONE BRINGS GOOD FORTUNE.
ourselves, for the enthusiasm for there together, joined by things
Jane Wheeler made much of a
"people's songs" or anything they all believed in.
CHINESE
WEAR TWO BIRTHbit role as a pert, cockney maid.
with a "message" in it has pre
STONES, L EST ONE HAND
What we've just said is what Others appearing to advantage
viously been deadly to Pacific people like Earl Robinson and were Billy Glaves, Reba WaterMAKE THE OTHER JEALOUS.
audiences.
Josh White are working and son, Doug Eichelberger, Glen Hu
JANUARY PEOPLE ARE THINKERS. ORATORS,
The composer of "Ballad for fighting for — besides reviving ling, and Stan Bourgeault.
' TEACHERS AND SCIENTISTS.
Americans" is a guy who's been American traditions in music,
It would be unjust not to men
around—he's worked in orchards, which is important enough in it tion the beautiful costumes de
JANUARYS BIRTHSTONE.
in labor unions, in the Federal self; they are the ones who can signed and executed by Gene McTHE
GARNET,WASWORN
Theatre, and with veterans' or show us our weak spots, remind Cabe. Adhering to the mood of
BY
THE
ANCIENTS TO EN
ganizations. And from a liberal's us of what our traditions really the play, they added color to the
SURE SAFETRAVEL.
point of view, he's arrived—for mean, and perhaps stir us to ac sparkling comedy.
hes now on Tenney's list of so- tion.
HEA LTH AND CA LMNESS.
George Tomajan has obtained
called "Un-Americans."
the
best
from
his
actors,
staged
And above all, we love what
While most people swallow Earl Robinson sang:
the circle production in interest- j
nothing but "pop" tunes, some "If Jesus was preaching in the ing and amusing fashion, given j
one s got to come along to keep
special attention to movement, 1
world today,
Wvn tlle music °f the people. They'd bury Jesus Christ in his and apparently disciplined the
THE LOVELY GARNET
ne maybe it would be better
actor's diction, for "The Liars,"
grave."
HAS
ALWAYS SYM o have it come from all the peounlike some Pacific productions,
sP°ntaneously—it doesn't. So
BOLtZEP FA/THAND
Teacher: "Why did you kick is completely clear and under
CONSTANCY.
s a good thing that there are Harry in the stomach?"
standable.
like Robinson, Josh White,
Altogether,
"The
Liars"
was
Sammy: "I couldn't help it. He
nd Wo°dy Guthrie to do the job
most successful.
turned around too quick."
for us.

ftaufs and Coffee
a! SGA
Final Week 9-S
10c

Roots of Culture

CcrptjSwjM' /9it7^u>

nohtki"S

of

Josh

White,

we

ca
anhis show in San Francisco
re agreed that he's a great
arf ?
thinv ln his line" He ma(fe us
more than
anyone else
Wp.

as welf!"'
as
enc

Rohin

He is an intellectual
an emotional experi-

heard him sing
and
Equal
like going out and
doing 0 6
ly wh °mething about it. Actualand v6n Josk White sang "Free
he was singing
with a k- °Wn exPeriences — not
and with 1"6rness but with hope
idea of working for
his ovv
people—not just the
Nei
en

we

Blues"°"'Sf "Free

vZ-i

Us that tlf6 Show' Mr- White told
or him singing these
liv;ing. WaTs more than earning a
what's P • Want to tell people
sides ri5°lngon>" he said. So., be£]_ . "
&aiu. ou, ut:at the p1?- three shows a night
he sanp t
• °rnia Theatre Clufc
in
^KPlp CG at U' C"J a"Att the
IHC "Y
X
-311 f0r ^ anci at political rallys
free!
His hiusie
was almost like a
s°ngs

1948 J.G. FOOTBALL
Sept. 24 or 25
Oct. 1
Oct. 8 or 9
Oct. 15 or 16
Oct. 22 or 23
Oct. 29 or 30
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19

Stockton
Marin JC
Salinas
Salinas JC
Stockton
San Mateo JC
Monterey
Monterey JC
Stockton
Modesto JC
Stockton
Pasadena JC
Open (to be filled by Southern school)
Sacramento JC
Stockton
San Francisco JC
San Francisco

Rogers Jewelry Co.
•
Quality Jewelers

"FELLAS"
Date

Where Played

Team

FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

LET'S MEET AT —

r LATEST DISC-HITS
I RECORDS
I

t ft

Radios

and

Phonographs

| Let us supply you with all
your musical needs.

Phone 5-5510
Main and Sutter Sts.

j JOHNNY CALVIN
2016 Pacific Avenue

3216 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346
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Federal Funds and
College Education

BEATH VALLEY THREESOME

flWS Guidance Plan
Gets Underway

ORRBITS
(Continued from Page i)

THE FOLLOWING ixjjj
should need no comment . Wst
There seem to me to be two
The Vocational Guidance Pro
draw your own conclusions:
major objectives which tend to gram, sponsored by the Associat
Arrangements have been made
dominate the direction in which ed Students is getting underway
for Morris Chapel to be open fot
our higher education is moving. with the appointment of the com
any individual during examina.
Both of these objectives are good mittee chairmen for the Spring
tion week so they may have a few
and they should be complemen Semester. *
moments of meditaflon and re.
tary. There is a danger, however,
The idea of the program is to
laxation before or after an exam.
that they may become harmfully invite speakers in all fields to
THE USUAL PLACE to pa^
competitive. One of these objec talk at the college and inform
an automobile is in a garage or
tives is quantitiative and the women students of possibilities
on the street . . • that's the usual
other is qualitative.
of jobs after graduation.
place except around a college
Barbara Merrell is in charge of
campus
. . • the Alpha Thetes
FEDERAL, AID
the general arrangements. She
The steadily increasing demand
were
no
little amazed Monday
has appointed the following girls
by the public for higher educa
morning when they all tramped
tion, combined with the shortage to assist her:
toward the front door on their
Nancie Harrold, commercial ad
of any other funds for providing
way to'class only to find out that
vertising; Wilma Anderson, per
this education, has given increas
the front porch of their house
sonnel work; Jean Spangler, cos
ing stimulus to the demand for
was well parked . . . during the
larger public appropriations. The tume design and fashion illustra
night some of the pledges from
tion;
Shirley
Frost,
drama;
Marj
states are very spotty in their
one of the frats had taken Bob
Dabritz,
home
economics;
Joan
response to this demand. The
Groshong's car and parked it in
trend has therefore been toward Wendelsl, interior decoration;
such a manner that the whole
Evelyn
Grant,
music;
Joan
GrosFederal funds for such support,
Thete house had to lift together
and the President has recently bach, occupational therapy.
to get the vehicle away from their
Jerry
Seawell,
radio;
Dorothy
appointed a commission to make
front door . . .
Reimann,
secretarial
and
business
a study of the requirements for
LAST WEEK we quoted a quote
work;
Mariam
Martell,
elemen
higher education and the relation
to
the effect that the sports staff
tary
teaching;
Barbara
Jones,
ship of the Federal Government
Svn SS D».h Valley a»d prirt. »»«.,
'
was
slightly teed off at the Direc
physical
education;
Mary
Vir
™,I
are
being
accepted
by
Dr.
J.nte
m
Weber
Halt
to these requirements.
tor of Publicity for an alleged
A strong argument can be ginia Rhodes, nursing; Irene
double-cross on a picture ... the
made for such Federal support Mattos, buying; Nancie Rinehart,
Vice-president, John Kaye; sec
sports staff is now feeling proper
on at least three grounds: In the journalism, and Carol Wilson, retary-treasurer, Graham Frost;
ly chagrined . .. seems the picture
first place, ti would meet a public social welfare.
According to present plans, one sergeant-at-arms, Francis Wilkin
in question was sent to the other
demand. In the second place, it is
son ; corresponding secretaries,
paper directly from Fresno and
the only apparent way in which day will be set aside next term
At a special radio broadcast on
Ronnie Boone and Ed Pickering;
the Director of Publicity didn't
educational opportunities can be when the speakers will be on
KAEO Wednesday evening,
librarian, Bob Groshong.
more or less equalized for stu campus. If the plan is effective
Robert Holmes received the see it until too late . . . our hat
South Hall
tips in his direction on behalf of
dents from various parts of the the project will be expanded and
Last week's elections at South ! Sears-Roebuck award of $100. the staff . . .
country. In the third place, the an additional number of days will
Holmes
was
chosen
for
his
out
Hall revealed Priscilla Donfrio as
THIS CAMPUS IS getting to be
lessons of World War II empha be set aside.
standing work in the Pacific
president.
well known in the Arty circles
sized the importance to our na
Radio
Workshop
and
his
contri
Other house officers are:
... in fact, some say that there
tional security of a population NEW OFFICERS
Vice-president, Kitty Barr; bution to campus life.
which is well educated, not only
will soon be a program set up as
treasurer, Jan Berck; secretary,
Mr. H. S. Silvers, manager of a major for external paint dec
in the scientific and technical FOR HOUSES
Sears store in Stockton, presented orating . . • Archania shudders
lines but also in the facts of his
At all the fraternities, sororities Dot Wright.
the award in cooperation with to think that this would happen
tory, economics, and social insti and dormitories this week, elec
Epsilon Lambda Sigma
tutions. I believe, therefore, that tions of new officers are being
Recent elections at Epsilon Robert Burns, president of the . . . the very fact that such
it is both proper and inevitable held.
Lambda Sigma voted Mary Jo college. Mr. Silvers and the Sears course has been rumored appar
that the Federal Government
Among those already com Hamrick into the office of presi j Roebuck company sponsor all the ently inspired some people on
news broadcasts heard on radio compus to indulge in some preshould step into the breach and pleted are:
dent. Other officers are:
sponsor higher education to a
Vice-president, Evelyn Nau- station KAEO and are responsible registration homework ... the
Alpha Theta Tau
substantially greater extent than
Last Thursday night at Alpha man;; treasurer, Audrey Beam; for the un-sponsored news broad bell which rests in front of the
in the past.
Theta Tau House Jane Schalscha recording secretary, Joyce Lewis; casts heard on Pacific's FM sta Archie's house was redecorated
was elected president for the com sergeant-at-arms, Norma Livings tion, KCVN.
with a spray-gun and some excel
QUALITY VS. QUANTITY
ton; chaplain, Shirley Arthur;
ing
semester,
succeeding
June
lent quality paint Tuesday nigh
Holmes
was
chosen
by
the
Freely granting the logic and
librarian-historian, Nancie Pela- radio students who voted by
. . Anybody have some good
the benefits of such a program, Ann Hoffman, outgoing prexy.
roque.
Other officers are:
secret ballot. The leading con paint remover they want to
there are some dangers. The com
Zeta Phi
Vice-president, Jean Gallagher;
tenders for the award were then cheap ?
plementary factor which is re
Betty
Richardson,
new presi considered by a radio committee,
recording
secretary,
Marilyn
HorWITH THIS COLUMN and this
quired is attention to a superior
type of education, admittedly rall; corresponding secretary, dent of Zeta Phi sorority, was headed by John Crabbe, who edition of the semester we write
more expensive and selective than Dixie Mealer; treasurer, Pat Con- installed on Thursday, January selected the winner.
the inevitable newspaper term of
be
that which can be afforded for noly; first sergeant - at - arms, 22, 1948. The outgoing president,
A graduating senior, Holmes 30" to ORRBITS . . • it's ®0
the masses, aimed primarily at Marry Ann Ferguson; second ser- Dorothy Eaton, turned over the
fun
and
at
times
controversy
produces "Views on the News"
providing the highest quality of geant-at-arms, Nancie Harrold; office to her in a candlelight serv
which is heard on KWG, KCVN, write the column ... we have
ice
at
Zeta
Phi
House.
historian,
Jean
Spangler;
chap
educational advantages for stu
tried to write it with the studen
The new officers are: Amy Lou and KAEO. He is also a staff an
dents of superior potential and at lain, Jerry Seawell; social chair
viewpoint in mind and Pres®
nouncer
on
the
FM
station
and
the same time providing the best man, Pat Keagy; musician, Ruth Colvin, first vice-president; Betty
interesting bits of trivia to ^
directs many dramatic shows.
possible type of educational lead Wooley; custodian, Charla Lyons; Richey, second vice-president;
campus as a whole . . • how
The Sears-Roebuck award was we have succeeded remains for
ership for all higher education. rush chairman, Marj Hiers; flow Nellie Tupper, secretary; Jeanne
Burbank,
treasurer,,
and
Cecilia
presented at a special broadcast you to decide ... as for us. our
It is possible, if Federal funds ers, Fran Burks; borrowing, NanCasey, historian.
are wisely administered, to give nette Holling.
on KAEO Wednesday at 8 p.m. college career is also at an end>
Rho Lambda Phi
proper emphasis to this quality
Handling the program was KAEO we venture out into the tired
At the Thursday house meeting V-12 ROKES RETURNSfactor as well as to the quantita
president and KAEO manager Ed world to try and make a h
tive factor.—From Report of of the members of Rho Lambda
McClarty.
. how well we succeed at
Berton E. Rokes, Commander,
President Carl T. Compton, Mas Phi, Joe Hodson was elected pres
remains
to be seen.
USN, retired, former V-12 unit
sachusetts Institute of Tech ident for the coming semester.
NEWS BRIEFcommander
at
COP
during
the
Other
officers
elected
wdre:
nology.
war, has returned to Stockton, it
The Sixth Army Medical Lab N E W S B R I E F was learned this week.
Arrangements have been
oratory at Fort Baker, Sausalito
Rokes has purchased a home was the first medical facility- for Morris Chapel to be °Penina.
on Bonnie Lane and will become military or civilian—to determine any individual during exam
GRAND
a#*
a permanent resident.
that the so-called "Virus-X" is tion week so they may have
and
^
nothing more than a mild form of moments of meditation
ICE
Patronize Our Advertisers.
' old-fashioned influenza.
laxation before or after an

Rob* Holmes Wins $100
Award for Radio Work

CREAM
FOR PHOTOGRAPHS

Prompt, Expert

STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS

SE E

FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE

DeLANEY

PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC: AVENUE

|

REPAIR SERVICE
Guaranteed
DIAMONDS
Distinctive, Dependable

4 2 4 E. M A I N S T .

WATCHES
For You at

(Above Ritz Theatre)

PESGE & CO.

Student Discounts

Phone 3-3789

JEWELERS

124 E. Main St.

5.53U

